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HISTORICAL CENSUS DATA 
A VALUABLE RESOURCE

Gerry O’Hanlon
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● Censuses in Ireland 1841 – 2016

● Fieldwork

● Processing

● Published results

● Population Change

● Access to individual Census returns

● New analyses from earlier censuses using modern 

technology
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Overview



● 1841 census is generally recognised as the first high quality enumeration of the Irish 

population

● Census was subsequently repeated at 10 year intervals up to and including 1911

● No census undertaken in 1921 because of the War of Independence

● First census in the Republic of Ireland in 1926, which was repeated in 1936 and 1946

● 5 year frequency for censuses in the Republic introduced in 1951

● First census for Northern Ireland also in 1926 and was repeated in 1937

● From 1951, censuses were undertaken at 10 year intervals in NI 

(with an additional census in 1966)
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Censuses in Ireland  1841- 2016



● The censuses between 1841 and 1911 were organised through the Royal Irish Constabulary 

with the local constables acting as enumerators

● The local area building block for conducting the censuses was the townland/street, of which 

there was over 60,000 in 1911 – Enumerators were assigned one or more of these areas and 

were required to collate and summarise the household returns at this level

● The basic enumeration model has been largely retained in the Republic to this day, with the 

Gardai progressively replaced by specially recruited enumerators (approximately 5,000 

employed in 2016)

● In NI, the enumeration model was changed to allow postal/internet response with 

enumerator follow-up of non-respondents. The main focus in 2021 is on internet response.
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Fieldwork



● Summarisation of the main variables at local level by the Enumerators was undertaken in all 

censuses for quality control and the facilitation of the production of early results

● In the earlier censuses subsequent processing was undertaken centrally by large teams of 

clerical workers (over 220 in 1911) using manual methods and, of necessity, well thought out 

processes – see Matheson (1889) for a detailed description 

http://www.tara.tcd.ie/bitstream/handle/2262/5917/JSSISIVolIX3_25.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y

● Punch cards and related tabulation machinery were used for the censuses between 1926 

and 1971 inclusive and key to disk, with increasingly sophisticated computers, was employed 

from 1979 to 1996 inclusive.

● From 2002 onwards the forms have been scanned and processed using optical and 

intelligent character recognition and other sophisticated automatic routines
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Processing

http://www.tara.tcd.ie/bitstream/handle/2262/5917/JSSISIVolIX3_25.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y
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Published results

● The early census results consisted of very detailed tabulations of the main variables at 
national, county and other administrative and electoral geographical levels. Cross tabulations 
were limited due to the processing constraints. 

● The 1911 results consisted of high level preliminary statistics (based on the Enumerator 
summaries), produced within 2 months of the Census, followed by the systematic release of 
county reports and culminating in the publication of the comprehensive General Report in 
February 1913

● Scanned copies of the published reports for all UK censuses undertaken between 1801 and 
1947(including all-Ireland censuses up to 1911) are available on the HISTPOP website, 
hosted by the UK Data Archive at the University of Essex 
(http://www2.histpop.org/ohpr/servlet/Browse?path=Browse/Census%20(by%20date)&active=yes&treestate=contract&t
itlepos=0)

● Results for the later Censuses can be found on the CSO (https://www.cso.ie/en/census/) and NISRA 
(https://www.nisra.gov.uk/statistics/census) sites 

http://www2.histpop.org/ohpr/servlet/Browse?path=Browse/Census%20(by%20date)&active=yes&treestate=contract&titlepos=0
http://www2.histpop.org/ohpr/servlet/Browse?path=Browse/Census%20(by%20date)&active=yes&treestate=contract&titlepos=0
https://www.cso.ie/en/census/
https://www.nisra.gov.uk/statistics/census
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Population change

• The evolution of the population of the Republic of Ireland between 1841 and 2016 can be seen 

at the following link 

https://www.cso.ie/en/releasesandpublications/ep/p-plfp/populationandlabourforceprojections2017-2051/

• Population movement within Ireland has been significant: the population in County Leitrim fell 

from 155,300 in 1841 to just 32,000 in 2016 whereas Dublin increased from 372,800 to 

1,347,400

• Those engaged in Agriculture fell from 617,000 in 1911(almost 20% of entire population) to 

89,000 in 2016 (less than 2% of population)

• Persons born outside Ireland accounted for less than 1% of the population in 1911 compared 

with over 17% in 2016 – with most of the increase occurring over the last 20 years 

https://www.cso.ie/en/releasesandpublications/ep/p-plfp/populationandlabourforceprojections2017-2051/
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Access to individual census returns
● The 1841 and 1851 returns were destroyed in 1922 in the fire at the Public Record Office at 

the beginning of the Civil War.
● The 1861 and 1871 census returns were deliberately destroyed by the Government 

administration of the day to protect confidentiality and the 1881 and 1891 returns were 
pulped because of paper shortages during the World War 1

● The returns for 1901 and 1911 are held in the National Archives and are available to view 
online at the National Archives website.

● The returns for 1926 – 1946, and part of those for 1951, are held in the National Archives, but 
remain under the control of the Central Statistics Office, while the more recent returns are 
held by the CSO

● Under provisions introduced in the Statistics Act, 1993 the returns from the 1926 and 
subsequent censuses will become available to the public after 100 years – it might be noted 
that the Statistics Act, 1926, which covered the censuses up to 1991, would not have allowed 
any public access.
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New analysis using modern technology - Cantabular

• Sensible Code scraped the National Archives website to download the 1901 and 1911 returns 

to produce a dataset to demonstrate its Statistical Disclosure Control software, Cantabular

• Scraping was undertaken efficiently and successfully and the population enumerated on the 

scraped returns was just 7,000 below the published figure of 4.390 million (i.e. 99.8% coverage)

• Work was commenced to see whether the scraped returns could be processed in an efficient 

manner to produce good quality detailed analyses of the 1911 population using modern 

techniques developed for recent censuses

• Progress to-date is the subject of the other presentations today and is generally positive – 

holding out the exciting prospect that all censuses in the 20th century can be made amenable to 

analysis using modern technology!





COLLECTING AND TABULATING 
THE HISTORIC IRELAND CENSUS

Steve Maude



Goal: build a dataset to 
demonstrate statistical 
disclosure control.

Can it be used for statistical 
analysis of 1911 Ireland Census?



Overview
● Data collection from National Archives of Ireland web site.

○ “Value-based” microdata CSV.

● Process data into “code-based” microdata CSV

○ Mapping of variables to “standard” values.

● Building a historical statistical dataset with Cantabular

15  |  Overview



Data collection from
National Archives of Ireland



17  |  Collection
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Searching for individuals is simple
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Cross-tabulation is more difficult
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● Data presented in a very simple HTML table per house.

● Navigate hierarchy to construct a list of “house” URLs to collect.

● Automated Python script run on Amazon Web Services.

● Built up a cache of HTML pages for offline processing.

● Took about 5-6 days to collect 1911 data.

○ Submitting one HTTP request every second.

Data collection via “scraping”
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● “House-level” data collected as CSV.

○ A small percentage of returns not digitised.

○ Returns for a house may contain multiple households.

● 1901 data has same hierarchy and almost same structure.

○ Missing “Years Married”, “Children Born”, “Children Living”.

● Earlier years ignored: far fewer columns and fewer records.

Collected data
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Data processing



● 1911 data: 4,384,185 rows

○ 99.86% of official published total: 4,390,219

● Load CSV into pandas/Python as a “data frame”.

○ < 1 minute and ~3-4 GiB RAM usage.

○ All data in memory; quick to query.

● Create a new “frame”, adding each new “tidied” coded variable.

Data loading into Python
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● Personal details

○ Name, Age, Sex, Religion, Birthplace, Specified illnesses

● Education and work

○ Literacy, Irish language, Occupation

● Family

○ Relation to head, Marital status, Years married, Children born, 

Children living

Non-geographic variables
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● Age, Years married, Children born, Children living

● Clean and simple to work with

● All valid numerical values or “” or “-”

● But some questionable values

Numerical variables
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● Map microdata values to canonical categories.

● Simple case:

Non-numerical variables
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● Not always as simple to deal with: free text values.

● Which categories should we allow for each variable?

● What proportion of the data do we want to correctly classify?

○ A few inputs often cover the bulk of the population.

○ Naive approach: manually map the top X values.

Non-numerical categorical variables
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95% of religion entries in 20 values
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Complexity of variables

31  |  Processing

Variable Number of unique values

Marital status 182

Irish language 974

Literacy 3,810

Relation to head 6,467

Religion 10,896

Birthplace 35,476

Occupation 166,505



● Manual mapping is time consuming for large numbers of inputs.

● Other approaches than manual mapping:

○ Measure string edit distance to a few manually mapped.

○ Group all strings via cosine similarity.

○ Machine learning approaches not as suitable?

○ Some strings not classifiable by humans without research!

Mapping variables to canonical values
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● Free text with additional complexity of many categories.

● Modern day tooling available.

○ ONS Occupational Coder (JavaScript), Bank of England (Python)

● But may not be appropriate for all 1911 occupations.

● In the end, we manually classified about 92% of occupations.

● We extended this with cosine similarity grouping (~+2%)

Occupation
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Data challenges



● Some variables have a mixture of Irish and English.

Language barrier
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● Found a few records are incorrect; may be others.

● Problem with source data.

Incorrect records
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● Found a few records are incorrect; may be others.

● Problem with source data; transcription is correctly incorrect!

Incorrect records
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Phantom entries
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Wrap up



Constructing tables

41  |  Processing



● We have collated datasets for 1901 and 1911 Censuses.

● Load into Cantabular for rapid cross-tabulation.

● Some of the 1911 work should apply to 1901 dataset.

● Can we refine the data further?

● Unlikely to get 100% accurate mappings automatically.

● How do we engage with Ireland researchers and citizens?

Summary
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Mapping DEDs
Anne-Karoline Distel

Map enthusiast, Kilkenny
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Townlands

● Townland boundaries added to OSM by volunteers 

2010-2015 > townlands.ie

● Source: out-of-copyright Ordnance Survey 6 inch map 

sheets and the British War Office GSGS 3906 map sheets 

(1940)
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Methodology in Rural Areas
Rural areas

● Match up place names in 1911 census 

with data on OSM

● Editor: JOSM with Dissolve plugin 

by John Kennedy

Challenges:

● different spelling between census data and OSM data

● two townlands of same name with no indication which one was meant 

in census

● wrong townland spellings on OSM (reasons below)
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Quality control
● Overpass-turbo.eu queries to see 

overlaps or gaps

● Overlaps because of same names for 

several townlands etc.

● Gaps because of non identified 

townlands or no population > not 

mentioned in census
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Methodology Urban Areas
● Using uMap, 

colour-coded every 

street to determine 

extent of DED

● Drew boundaries, 

exported as geojson, 

imported into JOSM

● Tried to follow 

existing boundaries, 

where possible

● Created new 

boundaries where 

necessary

Limerick
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Challenges:

● Missing street names (esp. lanes)

● Changed street names (references to royals, 

“asylums”, gaols etc)

● “Upgraded” street status (from Lane/ Row to Street/ 

Road)

● Townlands split between an urban and a rural area 

(“part of”)

● Split streets: George Street aka O’Connell St

● Same street name (“Church Lane”) for different 

streets

● Mistakes in census data
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Transcription errors both in 1911 census (handwritten source) and OSM (paper map)

Moneynabane, Co. Down
49



● Mapping DEDs actually resulted in some corrections of townland names on OSM
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Email: annekadistel@gmail.com

BUnicycling

Anne-Karoline Distel

OSMForHistoryBuffs

Anne-Karoline Distel

Anne-Karoline Distel

Go raibh míle maith agaibh!

b-unicycling
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Working with 1911 census data in Cantabular
Mike Thompson & Aidan McGuire
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Now we have a flexible dataset, what can we do with it?
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To watch more of this demo, use this link:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eCKcBRix-bg&t=3153s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eCKcBRix-bg&t=3153s


● Flexible interfaces make it much easier to identify and understand quality 

control issues

● Flexible interfaces open up all sorts of possibilities to explore, analyse and 

visualise data in new ways

● Potential to speed up analysis and yield new insights, particularly if 

combined with data from other censuses 

Summary
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Benefits of digitalizing 
historical data
Sanela Smith
April 2021



1901/1911 Census 
reports

        www.histpop.org
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Census reports now
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Interesting side of 
history
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Thank you!



Questions and Answers
Thank you


